Subjects & Predicates

Read the groups of words below. Tell whether each group of words could be a subject or predicate.

Next, use the words to make a complete sentence.

example: flew the airplane  predicate
          The pilot flew the airplane.

1. wore a leather jacket
   __________________________
   __________________________

2. my best friend and I
   __________________________
   __________________________

3. my mom's phone
   __________________________
   __________________________

4. fixed the pipes under the sink
   __________________________
   __________________________

5. the black horse
   __________________________
   __________________________
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Subjects & Predicates

Read the groups of words below. Tell whether each group of words could be a subject or predicate.

Next, use the words to make a complete sentence.

example: flew the airplane  predicate
The pilot flew the airplane.

1. wore a leather jacket  predicate
My brother wore a leather jacket. (sample answer)

2. my best friend and I  subject
My best friend and I sit next to each other at lunch. (sample answer)

4. fixed the pipes under the sink  predicate
The plumber fixed the pipes under the sink. (sample answer)

5. the black horse  subject
The black horse galloped across the field. (sample answer)